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Galactic neutrino – determining the most 
promising sources associated with 
supernova remnants



IceCube Observation of Neutrinos from the Galactic Plane



     IceCube

IceCube Neutrino telescope
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Astrophysical 
neutrino detection-
challenge of small 
cross-secton 
AND low fluxes
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Neutrino event signatures in IceCube
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Neutrino event signatures in IceCube
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Neutrinos as cosmic-ray tracers



IceCube Astrophysical Neutrino Discoveries



IceCube neutrino source detections
TXS0506+056 NGC 1068 or M77

Non-jetted AGN with obscured black hole

Steady state emission

z = 0.00381    47 million light years

Blazar – AGN with relativistic jets orientated 
towards line of sight

Transient emission

z = 0.3365    5.7 billion light years



Galactic Neutrino Observation Challenges

Galactic neutrinos - challenging 
background rejection as:

o Lower energy neutrinos

o Galactic centre in the Southern 
sky
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Background rejection tools

Various strategies to reject background…

oSelect cascade events to 
remove atmospheric muon 
events

oEmploy the differing spectral slopes of 
atmospheric and astrophysical neutrinos 
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IceCube Observation of Neutrinos from the Galactic Plane
oTen-year cascade event sample, Convolutional Neural Networks used to select 
cascade events and reject track events, 60 000 events, 30X more than 
previous selection 

Steve Sclafani   Mirco Hünnefeld

IceCubeCollaboration*†Science 380,1338-1343(2023).DOI:10.1126/science.adc9818



IceCube Observation of Neutrinos from the Galactic Plane

o 3 diffuse model tests

o3 stacking source catalogue tests 

IceCubeCollaboration*†Science 380,1338-1343(2023).DOI:10.1126/science.adc9818
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IceCube Observation of Neutrinos from the Galactic Plane

o 3 diffuse model tests
oFermi π0

o2 KRA γ models
oRadially dependent CR diffusion
o2 energy cutoffs 5 and 50PeV

oFixed Spectrum

oFit for flux normalisation

o3 stacking source catalogue tests 
oSupernova remnants
oPulsar Wind Nebulae
oOther unidentified Galactic Sources

IceCubeCollaboration*†Science 380,1338-1343(2023).DOI:10.1126/science.adc9818



IceCube Observation of Neutrinos from the Galactic Plane

oEvidence for neutrino emission from the 
galactic plane. Global Significance 4.5 σ

o3 s significance from the stacking catalogues

oBackground estimation with data scrambles

IceCubeCollaboration*†Science 380,1338-1343(2023).DOI:10.1126/science.adc9818



IceCube Observation of Neutrinos from the Galactic Plane
IceCubeCollaboration*†Science 380,1338-1343(2023).DOI:10.1126/science.adc9818

o All sky point source search
grid of 0.45° bins



IceCube Observation of Neutrinos from the Galactic Plane
IceCubeCollaboration*†Science 380,1338-1343(2023).DOI:10.1126/science.adc9818



Neutrino/gamma ray fluxes for pairs of Supernova 
remnant and molecular clouds
Ryan Burley, Sabrina Einecke, Gary Hill, Gavin Rowell (Adelaide), JA and Rhia Hewett (Canterbury)

SNR Catalogue  Green, A & A, 40 (2019)

303 SNRs       
Type, age, distance

Molecular Cloud Catalogue Rice et al, ApJ, 822 (2016)

1064 Molecular clouds       
Distance, Mass, radius, angular size

Consider pairs of SNR and Molecular Clouds with a separation of 
100 pc or less



Neutrino/gamma ray fluxes for pairs of Supernova 
remnant and molecular clouds



Neutrino/gamma ray fluxes for pairs of Supernova 
remnant and molecular clouds

+



Neutrino/gamma ray fluxes for pairs of Supernova 
remnant and molecular clouds
Example - a particular combination:



SNR G106.3+2.7 (Boomerang PWN)
Example of SNR G106.3+2.7 and cloud #630 from 
Rice et al, ApJ, 822 (2016)

SNR G106.3+2.7 observed in > 10 TeV gamma rays 
(Tibet Asγ Collaboration et al, Nat Astron 125 (2021))

  



Summary
o IceCube evidence of neutrino observation from the Galactic plane
oUnable to separate the galactic plane diffuse emission scenario from a situation 
where the emission is from a combination of sources

oWe are conducting a systematic study of pairs of Supernova Remnants 
and Molecular Clouds to estimate neutrino emission
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